Class of 2020 Housing in 5 Simple Steps

March 7
[Wednesday] 9:00 p.m.
Crescent Theater

OPTIONAL
Attend Housing Info. Session
Start to think and plan ahead for after Spring Break: Do you want a stand-alone single or a suite? Talk to potential suitemates. Have a plan B ready.

MANDATORY:
Everyone in the class of 2020 must declare intent to live on or off-campus via the Google Poll McKenzie sends out.

April 5 – April 7
[Thursday morning to Midnight Saturday]

Registration & Group Formation
All 2020 students log into Vesta and register whether or not you will live on-campus. Group Leaders create a lottery-group in Vesta and invite others to join. All groups must be finalized by midnight on 4/7 (hopefully sooner). This is a very hard deadline.

April 8
[Sunday] 9:00 p.m.
Common Room

Pre-Draw
You will only need to participate in a pre-draw if you are seeking a suite-type that is oversubscribed. Groups may need to disband/reconfigure based on the outcome of the pre-draw so have a plan B/C if you are vying for a suite-type that is of high demand since we ask you to decide within the hour of this night.

April 10
[Tuesday] Midnight

Clipping (aka Pinning)
After the pre-draw those of you who wish to clip (or pin) together with another group must use Vesta to indicate their clip groups. Groups ranging from 1 member up to 8 members of varying suite/stand-alone configurations. Prior to the lottery all members of your clip group must confirm in Vesta to ensure all are in agreement.

April 11
[Wednesday] 9:45 p.m.
Dining Hall

MANDATORY
Housing Carnival (Lottery/Draw)
Lottery: A rep from each suite/pin group pulls a number from the Sorting Hat.
Draw: Based on their lottery number, each suite/pin group picks the suite they want by placing their sticker on the floor plan.
All students must sign a housing contract upon selection of a suite/room.

Class of 2020 are also called “rising juniors” for this process.